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What’s the problem ?

Methods using Casida-like equations are blind to double excitations :(
R C
−C∗ −R∗

)(
Xm

Ym

)
= Ωm

(
Xm

Ym

)
With

Ria,jb = δijδab(εKSa − εKSi ) + 2(ia|bj) + f xcia,bj

Cia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + f xcia.jb

for TD-DFT, and with

Ria,jb = δijδab(εGWa − εGWi ) + 2(ia|bj)−W stat
ij,ba

Cia,jb = 2(ia|jb)−W stat
ib,ja

for BSE
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What’s the solution ?

The solution is to use the spin-flip methods formally introduced by Krylov
in 2001 for CI and EOM-CC 1 2

SF

1. A. I. Krylov, Chem. Phys. Lett., 2001, 338, 375–384.
2. A. I. Krylov, Chem. Phys. Lett., 2001, 350, 522–530.
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Example : Be atom

State TD-BLYP TD-BHHLYP CIS BSE@G0W0 FCI
3P (1s22s12p1) 3.210 2.874 2.111 2.399 2.862
1P (1s22s12p1) 3.210 4.922 6.036 6.191 6.577
3P (1s22p2) 6.691 7.112 7.480 7.792 7.669
1D (1s22p2) 7.598 8.188 8.945 9.373 8.624

Table – Spin-flip excitations (in eV ) of Be obtained for various methods with
the 6-31G basis.
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Effect of the exact exchange a

a. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2020,22, 4326-4342
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SF-TDDFT can describe these transitions, although spin con-
tamination for the highest 3P state is large (see Section 5).

3.4 Non-collinear SF-TDDFT

The use of non-relativistic (collinear) xc kernels precludes using
SF-TDDFT within the domain of pure density functionals as it
relies on the Hartree–Fock exchange potential to couple spin-
flip excitations. To circumvent this limitation, Ziegler et al.
considered non-collinear functionals in SF-TDDFT,32,103,104 in
the same fashion as in relativistic DFT.105,106 In the absence of
spin–orbit coupling and taking single-particle eigenstates of Ŝz,
i.e., a or b spin-orbitals, the collinear and non-collinear potentials
are identical, but they respond differently to the action of a time-
dependent perturbation. Specifically, while the first order
change in rab only induces the second order change of the
collinear xc potential, it can cause a linear response in the non-
collinear xc potential resulting in a spin-flip excitation with ab,
ab coupling terms given as:

@Fp!q

@Ps!t
¼
ð
fpðrÞf!qðrÞ

1

ra $ rb

dExc

dra
$ dExc

drb

 !

fsðrÞf!tðrÞdr: (12)

Consequently, the non-collinear representation of the xc
functional107–109 naturally mixes the high-spin KS reference
configuration with the MS = 0 states through the changes in
the rab density.

The generalization of SF-TDDFT with non-collinear GGA and
hybrid kernels was first developed and implemented within
TDA by Rinkevicius and collaborators,43,110 and later extended
to full SF-TDDFT response by Li and Liu.111 Li and Liu also
noted that TDA is better suited for spin-flip applications than
RPA, since the latter might suffer from the reference instabilities.
Benchmarking studies have confirmed the improvement of the
SF-TDDFT performance with non-collinear kernel for the xc
functionals with moderate amounts of exact exchange (o50%)
in the characterization of electronic structure of diradical and

triradical species.34,77 While in most cases (various organic
diradicals, single-molecule magnets), the performance of collinear
SF-TDDFT with B5050LYP was on par with that of non-collinear
SF-TDDFT with the best-performing functionals, one notable
exception is same-center diradicals, such as open-shell atoms
and carbenes. Singlet–triplet energy gaps in these systems are
rather inaccurate when computed with collinear SF-TDDFT (see
Fig. 5), but systematically improve with non-collinear SF-TDDFT
using the functionals belonging to the PBE family (in particular
PBE50). It has been shown that the origin of this problem arises
from an overestimation of the MS = 0 triplet energy.

An important flaw of non-collinear GGA is the unphysical
behavior when ra(r) E rb(r) while the a- and b-density gradients
remain different at the same point r (see eqn (12)). Such numerical
instabilities can be mitigated by the use of tight grids in energy
calculations, but remain problematic in gradient calculations.
A simple and computationally effective solution to circumvent
numerical instabilities in non-collinear GGA kernels is to set rra =
rrb = 0, which was named as the ALDA0 approximation.111

3.5 Collinear versus non-collinear SF-TDDFT: TMM diradical

Trimethylenemethane (TMM) is the simplest non-Kekulé diradical.
It has four p-electrons giving rise to the triplet ground state41,112–114

with two unpaired electrons in the doubly degenerate e0 frontier
orbitals (Fig. 6a). The ground-state structure of TMM belongs to the
D3h symmetry. The low-lying states are derived from different
distributions of the four p-electrons in the four orbitals.

Here we analyze the performance of collinear and non-collinear
SF-TDDFT for vertical excitation energies to the twofold degenerate
1E00 singlet and 3E0 triplet, and the 1A01 state of TMM at the D3h

ground-state minimum. The accuracy of SF-TDDFT energies is
evaluated with respect to the EOM-SF-OD values from Slipchenko
and Krylov.38 As Fig. 6b shows, SF-TDDFT generally under-
estimates transition energies to 1E00, 1A01, and 3E0, with improved
values for larger HF exchange fraction for both collinear and
non-collinear kernels, the latter systematically being more accurate.
The best excitation energies are obtained with 50% of the exact
exchange. Noteworthy, collinear SF-PBE (no exact exchange) fails to
recover electronic excitations within the e0 set, and 1E00 and 1A01
states are obtained as degenerate with the ground state triplet.
On the other hand, the nonzero ab, ab coupling matrix elements in
the non-collinear form of the functional lift this degeneracy and
yield physically meaningful values with pure density functionals.

4 Using spin-flip methods to describe
conical intersections and transitions
between states of same and different
multiplicities
Non-adiabatic transitions between states of the same (internal
conversion) or different (intersystem crossing) multiplicity are
two major relaxation pathways in excited-state processes.115–117

By virtue of Fermi’s golden rule, the rate of such electronic
transitions is proportional to the square of the coupling matrix

Fig. 5 Low-lying electronic states of Be computed with FCI and SF-TDDFT
with GGA functionals with different amounts of the exact exchange: 0% (BLYP),
20% (B3LYP), and 50% (BHHLYP), and the 6-31G basis set.
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Figure – Electronic states of Be
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